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Abstract
Memory management techniques are available in modern OS which permits the execution of a program while it is
partially available in memory thus providing an illusion of very large memory to the user and freeing the user from
the concern of large program size. The basic assumption used in the traditional page replacement methods were
invalidated ,which resulting in a revival of research area. In this paper mainly focused on the improvement of the
processor performance. In order to achieve this, the number of miss conditions are tried to reduce, by using the page
replacement method in the correct way. In modern operating systems mainly make use of the Least recently used
(LRU) page replacement method, in which only the time parameter is make used. Here we want to use both the
time stamp and the frequency parameter for handling the page replacement.
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1. Introduction
Operating system uses the concept of virtual memory to provide an illusion to a user having a very large
amount of main memory available and allowing him/her to execute a program to be partially there in main
memory1 . In most of the operating systems virtual memory is implemented by demand paging. There are
several advantages of using this concept like less I/O, eﬃcient resource utilization etc. Performance of virtual
memory is aﬀected by the choice of page replacement technique used. There are several page replacement
techniques suggested by diﬀerent researchers. Elizabeth J. O’Neil1 etal. uses LRU-K page replacement algo-
rithm or database disk buﬀering2. Sedigheh Khajoueinejad etal. used fuzzy cache replacement policy3and
so on. . The main problem faced here is in the optimal technique, which is proven to be the best, is that it
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cannot be implemented because it requires future knowledge of the reference string. Here comes the LRU
policy and that is the reason diﬀerent variations of LRU have been implemented. But as we know that there
are many situations where LRU behaves far from optimal4. In the case of LRU a vitim page ,page under go
replacement,will under go a replacement if the page has not been accessed for a certain period of time under
two conditions:(a) the program does not need to access the page; and (b) the program is conducting page
faults (a sleeping process) so that it is not able to access the page although it might have done so without
the page faults. However, LRU page replacement implementations do not discriminate between two types of
LRU pages and treat them equally5. So it means that LRU can be improved. Also other page replacement
policies are First in, First out (FIFO), Least Recently Used (LRU),Optimal method and LRU k method are
given below.
This uses a page replacement technique such as FIFO,LRU, optimal etc. to replace a page in memory
when a frame is needed and no free frame is available in memory. Here page replacement policy severely
aﬀects the performance of virtual memory. It has been observed that LRU approximates optimal so LRU
and its variants are quite common in use in operating system as a reasonable choice of page replacement
algorithm. This paper presents a simple modiﬁed LRU algorithm with n some new method were the time
stamp is mixed with the concept of use distance . It is observed that the new algorithm gives better results
than LRU.
2. Page Faults handler in operating system
The page fault condition is handled by the operating system by making the required page accessible at
a location in physical memory or terminates the program in the case of an illegal access. The processor is
the hard ware which will detect the page fault is the memory management unit. The software that handles
the page fault with exception handling is generally part of the operating system. The occurrence of a page
faults are not always errors and are common and necessary to increase the amount of memory available to
programs in any operating system that utilizes virtual memory, including OpenVMS, Microsoft Windows,
Unix-like systems (including Mac OS X, Linux, *BSD, Solaris, AIX, and HP-UX), and z/OS6, 7, 8. Instead
of page fault ,Microsoft uses the term hard fault in more recent versions of the Resource Monitor (e.g.,
Windows Vista) .
Minor or soft page fault is the one , when the page is loaded in memory at the time the fault is generated,
but is not marked in the memory management unit as being loaded in memory. The purpose of the page fault
handler in the operating system merely needs to make the entry for that page in the memory management
unit point to the page in memory and indicate that the page is loaded in memory and it does not need
to read the page into memory. When ever the shared page concept is present ,if the memory is shared by
diﬀerent programs, the page is already brought into memory for other programs. At that time the page
could also have been removed from a processs Working Set, but not yet written to disk or erased, such as
in operating systems that use Secondary Page Caching. Let as take the example of HP OpenVMS ,it may
remove a page that does not need to be written to disk (if it has remained unchanged since it was last read
from disk, for example) and place it on a Free Page List if the working set is deemed too large. In this case,
the page contents are not overwritten until the page is assigned elsewhere, meaning it is still available if it
is referenced by the original process before being allocated. This type of faults do not involve disk latency,
they are faster and less expensive than major page faults.
Mechanism used by an operating system to increase the amount of program memory available on demand
is called by the name major page fault. Operating system is the one which delays loading parts of the
program from disk until the program attempts to use it and the page fault is generated. A major or hard
page fault is going to occur when the page is not loaded in memory at the time of the fault. In this case the
page fault handler is the one in the OS which will ﬁnd a free location: either a page in memory, or another
non-free page in memory. This latter might be used by another process, in which case the OS needs to write
out the data in that page (if it hasnt been written out since it was last modiﬁed) and mark that page as
not being loaded in memory in its process page table. Once the free space has been generated, the OS can
read the data for the new page into memory and add an entry to its location in the memory management
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unit which indicate that the page is loaded. Hence the major faults are more expensive than minor faults
and add disk latency to the interrupted programs execution.
3. Implementation of page replacement in Ubuntu 12.04
Here a module of the system is implemented for Ubuntu 12.04 and checked for suitability and eﬃciency.
When the end user related to the particular module is satisﬁed with the performance, the next step of
implementation is preceded. Implementation of the various modules can be done in parallel. During the
program execution, the records are stored in the workspace in order to handle unexpected events. This
helps to recover the signal status of the records from any accidental updating or unintentional deletion of
records. The modules linked with the proposed system are: Kernel Compilation, Page Replacement Policies,
Algorithm design, Comparison.
3.1. Kernel Compilation
Before kernel build and install we need to prepare the system for building packages, getting all the software
that we want and resolving dependencies. The steps associated with kernel building and installation can be
explained in the following steps
• make- This command does the actual building (compiling) of the program.
• make modules-This command loads the modules.
• make modules install-This command installs the modules.
• sudo make install-This command puts the modiﬁed program in the package manager for clean, easy
removal later. This replaces the old sudo make install command.
3.2. Page Replacement Policies
The Ubuntu 12.04 uses an advanced version of Least Recently Used page replacement policy. Normaly
the pages used over a short period in the recent past are likely to be used in the future. The assumption
used in the LRU algorithm is that pages not used recently will not be needed frequently in the immediate
future. These pages are therefore likely candidates for swap-out when ever a vitim page has to identiﬁed.
The principle used in LRU may be simple,but it is diﬃcult to implement it appropriately. In the work we
implemented the diﬀerent page replacement policies as follows:
• Most Recently Used (MRU)
• Least Frequently Used (LFU)
• Most Frequently Used (MFU)
• Least Recently Used - Least Frequently Used (LRU-LFU)
• Least Recently Used - Most Frequently Used (LRU-MFU)
• Most Recently Used - Least Frequently Used (MRU-LFU)
• Most Recently Used- Most Frequently Used (MRU-MFU)
3.3. Algorithm Design
In Ubuntu12.04 contain struct list which contains a structure deﬁnition for each list that can be used
to handle diﬀerent types of functions. Here the pages are arranged in the form of a circular queue which
consists of a doubly linked list that contains both prev and next pointers; next points to the next page and
prev for the previous page in the circular list, which help the traversal through the list much faster. Paging
is also implemented with the help of the same list.
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3.3.1. MRU
In the case of Least Recently Used algorithm we make a reference to each of the pages with the help of
a pointer. Here the way in which the page can be replaced is modiﬁed as if (( page)->lru.prev != base)
which is pointed from the ﬁrst page and in MRU it is pointed from the last page and its next page is being
replaced if (( page)->lru.next != base)
3.3.2. LFU and MFU
For the implementation of these two we added a parameter freq as unsigned long data type to the struct
page. This is used as the counter or a frequency parameter. Whenever a new page is being referenced
the value of freq is being incremented. Whenever the function [isolate lru pages] is being called the pages
are being sorted with the help of an inbuilt sorting mechanism depending on the frequency parameter freq.
Front page is then being replaced in the LFU page replacement algorithm. Last page is then being replaced
in the MFU page replacement algorithm
3.3.3. LRU-LFU, LRU-MFU, MRU-LFU and MRU-MFU
In the case of a combination of the above page replacement algorithms we need to consider the existing
parameters available in LRU along with the new parameter freq used for the function. Here we have
introduced another variable to the struct page and is named as compound. Compound is used to take
care of the above combination in a well-deﬁned manner. Majority of the operations are carried out in the
[mark page accessed] function.
The boot time of the system is obtained using the function get monotonic boottime (*ptr) which is used
in the above function i.e. mark page accessed. Initially the freq parameter inside the page structure is being
incremented as is assigned to compound. Finally the compound parameter will be having the boot time
along with the above value summed up. The compound parameter is used for the page replacement of pages
which is least frequently and recently being accessed inside the system.
4. Analysis of Result
The comparison between each of these algorithms can be done with the help of ﬁnding the page faults
for diﬀerent programs of varying sizes. Here we have used inbuilt programs as well as user created (own)
programs. The page fault can be in terms of major fault or minor fault. The program sizes for the user
programs are known.
This work is about implementing diﬀerent page replacement policies in Ubuntu 12.04. This version has
been used for the work due to its stability and support. Already existing algorithm i.e. the LRU page
replacement has been modiﬁed with MRU, LFU, MFU and their respective combinations. From Table 1
and 2 it is clear that there is diﬀerence in the value of the number of page faults both in the major and
minor fault numbers that is generated by the system and by user program code. This small diﬀerence can
be taken as a delay .Experimental results of the above page replacement policies and their respective graphs
are shown in Figure 1and Figure 2.
In Figure 1 it can be found that for large programme size especially the system commands the page fault
number will be almost same in case of MRU and LRU, but we can observe that for the user programme
(medium size) the major page fault rate is shooting up. In case of LFU this increase in major fault is not
detected, but the overall performance is degraded when compared with the LRU. In case of the combinations
of the various methods of both frequency and time the result of MFULRU and LFUMRU give almost the
same result. LFULRU performance is lies down the above two methods. In case of MFUMRU we can see
that the number of major page fault is going to be getting reduced.
Even if we can see that we are not able to make any far-reaching change in the no of major fault. But
as we know the number of processor cycles which we have to spent is very large in the case of major fault.
Hence if we are able to make a small change in the major fault number it will be reﬂected in the overall
system performance.
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In Figure 2 the analysis of the minor fault describes the fact that for small user programs, even the LRU
and MRU shows the same result but as the size of the program get increased the existing one will give better
performance. And this result stands same in the case of both LFU and MFU. The no of page fault remains
almost same even for the combination of LRULFU. But in the case of MFULRU the performance of the
system is going to get degraded for large size programs. LFUMRU is able to reduce the minor fault for the
medium and large size programs. MFUMRU also give a better performance for large size programs.
Table 1. Details of major page fault
AVERAGE-MAJOR-FAULT
FILE SIZE LRU MRU LFU MFU LFULRU MFULRU LFUMRU MFUMRU
2.7KB 10.6 10.5 10.4 10.6 10.7 10.5 10.7 10.7
7.1KB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.2KB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.2KB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.3KB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.3KB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.3KB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26.8KB 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.5
36.4KB 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.3
59KB 8.7 23.4 9.9 3.4 3.6 2.9 2.6 3.1
59KB 4.1 0.3 4.4 0.5 4.4 4.6 4 0.4
59KB 0.5 4.2 0.4 4.3 0.5 0.4 0.8 4.5
59KB 5.7 1.6 1.9 8.5 8.1 8.8 9.1 8.5
686.7KB 4.6 4.6 5.5 4.6 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
Table 2. Details of minor page fault
AVERAGE-MINOR-FAULT
FILE SIZE LRU MRU LFU MFU LFULRU MFULRU LFUMRU MFUMRU
2.7KB 24600.3 24583.4 22533.2 24611 23486.7 24165 24599.6 23516.9
7.1KB 147.3 148.1 148 147.5 147.9 147.6 148.8 147.7
7.2KB 146.4 147.8 147.8 147.8 147.2 147.5 147.8 147.6
7.2KB 146.1 146.8 147.1 147.1 147.1 146.8 147.4 147.9
7.3KB 146.9 147.2 147.1 147.1 147.6 147.1 147.4 147.7
7.3KB 147 147.7 147.8 147.8 148.3 148.3 148.6 148.6
7.3KB 145.7 146.6 146.5 146.8 146.8 146.5 146.5 146.4
26.8KB 687.8 689.9 691.7 692.4 690 689.7 689.6 691.9
36.4KB 937.2 937 936.6 936.9 937.3 936.9 937 936.5
59KB 39216.6 39377.5 40813.5 36729.1 38217.3 37961 35205.5 39705.2
59KB 32902.2 36491.6 31687.8 33033.2 33096.3 31724.1 37528.6 34899.8
59KB 37033.5 34356.5 38700.9 37462.2 37336 38838.1 32686.6 35858.3
59KB 38578.4 38847.3 35997 40167.1 38724.9 38573.2 41507.7 37269.6
686.7KB 5717.7 5786.6 5837.4 6077 5817 5844.9 5694.7 5774.2
5. Illustrations
6. Conclusion
It is observed that during the replacement of the data from the various memory level, using the page
replacement algorithm, we have to take care of the frequency parameters along with time stamp which is
currently being used. During the usage of the frequency parameter we have to make use of the sorting
method also. In the experimental set we make use of the built in sorting technique merge sort is used for
the selection process. But instead of merge sort if it can be replaced with insertion sort the sorting overhead
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Fig. 1. Page faults (major fault)versus program size
Fig. 2. Page faults (minor fault)versus program size
can be reduced to some extent. If we are able to make small change in the number of pagefault it will be
reﬂected in the overall processor performance. Because the processor has to waste a lot of machinecyle for
each of the page miss condition
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